Written production (triennio, linguistico)
Response to task
Content
Communicative achievement
Arguments
Organisation
5 points

topic covered in depth. Content and elaboration: relevant,
5
show good arguments; express efectively also complex ideas
and themes. Efective use of quotations. Outstanding
treatment of the task:: creative and personal response. Task
(fully achieved)
Content and elaboration: relevant,
show good arguments; Efective use of quotations. Well
organized: logically developed arguments despite 1\2, minor 4.5
omissions
____________________________________________________________________________

________

response to task on the whole achieved: reasonably
complete, although some minor omissions may be present.
Logical progression of ideas and/or events ·
Arguments are occasionally not fully developed or show
minor weaknesses \ or are not efectively organized
OR occasionally questionable.

4

3,5

___________________________________________________________________________

________

task not completely realised
3
some irrelevances and important omissions ;
some arguments are wrong or questionable, repetitive or not 2,5
well developed.
Task only attempted but not realised: major omissions in
2
focus on topic\subject. Little relationship between and
among ideas. Weak organization
___________________________________________________________________________

________

minimal focus and elaboration.
ideas rambles and lack clarity
ideas do not focus on the topic question \appear scattered
few arguments may be wrong or questionable
substantial omissions
no answer
Language
register
conventions (punctuation, capitalization,
paragraphs)
cohesion \ use of discourse markers
range of vocabulary
language control and accuracy

Efective (and elegant) with wide range and appropriate\
purposeful use of specifc vocabulary, cohesive – accurate
use of complex structures and skilful use of sentence
fluency

1,5
1

0
5

accurate\generally accurate. Generally accurate use of some 4.5
complex\ advanced structures. Good range of vocabulary,
efective use. generally fluent and cohesive;
sporadic use of more complex\ advanced structures. Few
4
vocabulary \ not important grammar mistakes (slips).
Register: satisfactory.
3
adequate range of vocabulary. Adequate language control \
simple structures . Some lexis and\or grammar errors.
Tey generally do not hinder meaning. Essential cohesion.
Register: generally satisfactory
2,5
Ideas are communicated with some difculty due to some
lack of language control. Essential range of vocabulary,
sometimes repetitive. Some important grammar and
2
vocabulary errors . Register: adequate or generally adequate
poor language control leads to general lack of clarity –
frequent errors (lexis and grammar) may hinder meaning
clumsily written
untidy and difcult to read because of substantial errors
no answer

1,5
1
0

